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ABSTRACT 

The speedup obtainable with Time Warp parallel discrete-event simulation varies 

greatly with the characteristics of the simulation and the Time Warp implementation. 

Analytic studies have been done to determine the expected speedup of Time Warp, but 

these studies have been limited to bound analysis or analysis considering a few overheads 

with the others assumed negligible. The models used in these studies have often been 

constructed directly in terms of a Markov process, making the construction process diffi

cult. This thesis uses stochastic activity networks to construct a model of Time Warp at 

a higher level, enabling the construction of a more detailed underlying Markov process. 

The result is an analytic model for .'V-processor Time Warp that considers the combined 

effects of limited optimism, cascaded rollback, communication cost, and rollback cost. 

Given these effects, solutions for performance variables such as speedup, fraction of time 

blocked, and channel utilization are obtained. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Performance modeling, simulation, and analysis are critical parts of the design process 

of today's complex systems. Analytical modeling offers the advantage of an exact answer, 

but solution techniques become exceedingly complicated for complex systems. Simula

tion is becoming increasingly popular for modeling such systems, but simulation too has 

problems with scalability. Simulations of telecommunication networks, VLSI circuits, and 

other complex systems can take weeks or even months. 

Multiprocessing can be used to speed up simulation execution times. Parallel discrete-

event simulation (PDES) [1] or distributed simulation involves splitting up a single simu

lation onto two or more processors. Discrete-event simulation involves the scheduling and 

execution of a sequence of events in time order. The ordering of events must be preserved 

to ensure correctness, making the parallelization of the algorithm difficult. Asynchron

ous algorithms for distributed simulation allow each processor to maintain a local clock. 

This implies that synchronization must be used to preserve the correct ordering of events. 

Using optimistic synchronization, each process is allowed to progress in an unrestricted 

manner. If a causality error occurs, the speculative progress is undone, a process called 

rollback. The most popular of the optimistic protocols is known as Time Warp [2, 3]. 
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Making a simulation N times faster with an N processor multiprocessor is an attract

ive idea, but the protocols used for synchronization introduce overhead that limits the 

achievable speedup. Speedup is defined as the ratio of execration time on a single processor 

to execution time on a multiprocessor. It would be useful to designers and users of sim

ulation to predict the performance of Time Warp and other synchronization protocols. 

This thesis will analyze the performance of Time Warp simulation for a certain class of 

simulations. 

Several analytical studies have been done to evaluate the performance of the Time 

Warp protocol. The first analytical studies were by Lavemiberg, Muntz, and Samadi [4] and 

Mitra and Mitrani [5]. They both studied the two processor case with minimal attention 

to overhead. Felderman and Kleinrock have extensively stnidied the two processor case. In 

[6, 7], they analyze models with no overhead. In [8|T they analyze a model which considers 

message queuing and another model that considers state-saving and rollback cost. 

Several studies have looked at Time Warp performance given an arbitrary number 

(N) of processors. Many of these studies determine bounds on the performance of Time 

Warp. In particular, Felderman and Kleinrock [9] consider the improvement of asyn

chronous over synchronous operation for N processors- In [10], they derive bounds on N 

processor performance, based on the number of processes at GVT (Global Virtual Time). 

Lubachevsky and Weiss look at the dynamics of rollback in [11], including wildfire cas

cading and echo. They also propose a new method of rollback called "filtered rollback." 

Lin and Lazowska use critical path analysis [12, 13J to determine bounds on N processor 

performance. They give conditions when Time Warp is conservative optimal, and when 
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Time Warp outperforms Chandy-Misra (a conservative approach). Eager, Zahorjan, and 

Lazowska [14] derive bounds based on the average parallelism of the simulation. Nicol 

[15] finds bounds on N processor performance with constant state-saving and rollback 

costs. 

Other studies have attempted to obtain exact values rather than bounds on the per

formance of Time Warp. Dickens and Reynolds [16] analyze performance using a con

servative windowing algorithm with N processors and no overhead. Madisetti, Walrand, 

and Messerschmitt [17, 18] analyze a model for the two processor case, and then look at 

the N processor case when using a new synchronization method called concurrent resyn-

chronization, which resynchronizes whole clusters of processes at a time. Madisetti and 

Hardaker look at similar models in [19] with more emphasis placed on weakly-coupled 

systems. Gupta, Akyildiz, and Fujimoto [20] study N processor performance with no 

overhead. This work is extended to consider limited memory [21] and multiple processes 

per processor [22]. Lin and Lazowska have models to predict the state-saving overhead 

and optimal checkpoint interval in [23]. 

All of these studies have built Markov processes at the state level. Their analyses 

were therefore limited by the complexity of this state level representation. This thesis 

presents an analytic model for determining the performance of iV-processor Time Warp 

using stochastic activity networks (SANs) [24], a stochastic extension to Petri nets. By 

defining the model at a higher level, we were able to build a more exact model, considering 

multiple sources of overhead in a single model. The model is a self-initiating model with N 

processes interacting probabilistically. By expressing the virtual time of each process as a 
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number of events, rather than a number of clock ticks, we are able to consider continuously 

distributed simulation time. The density function of virtual time is first derived, along 

with a set of probabilities related to comparisons of virtual times. These probabilities are 

incorporated into a SAN model that considers the combined effects of limited optimism, 

cascaded rollback, communication cost, and rollback cost. UltraSAN [25], a SAN-based 

modeling package, is used to specify the model, generate the state space, and solve for 

selected performance variables. 

The organization of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 will review the Time Warp 

protocol and discuss the model that was constructed. Chapter 3 will discuss SANs and 

the SAN representation of this model. Chapter 4 will give the results of our analysis, and 

Chapter 5 will give conclusions and directions for continued research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE TIME WARP PROTOCOL MODEL 

This chapter will first briefly review the workings of the Time Warp protocol, as 

described in [3]. This reference contains a more complete description. The assumptions 

that will be used in the model will then be given, followed by a detailed description of 

the model. 

2.1 Time Warp Protocol Review 

To use the Time Warp protocol, the physical system to be modeled must be divided 

into individual tasks. Each task is then executed as a logical process (LP). Each LP 

contains a partition of the state variables of the simulation. The LP's are then divided 

among the available processors. As in normal event-driven simulation, each logical process 

repeatedly advances its local clock to the time of the earliest scheduled event in its event 

list, and then processes the event. This may involve changing state variables, scheduling 

new events, and/or updating the simulation statistics. In the simple case, all needed state 

information is local, and any events to be scheduled are for the same LP. If interaction 

is needed with another LP, it is accomplished with the use of messages, which are passed 
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Figure 2.1: Space-time representation of a simulation. 

between the processes. The communication delay, which is the real time between when a 

message is sent and received, varies for different architectures and implementations. 

To ensure correctness of the simulation, two causality constraints must be obeyed: 

• Events scheduled within each process must be executed in order. 

• The time a message is received must be after the time the message is sent. 

Note that the words "time" and "order" refer to simulation time, not real time. The 

second causality constraint is enforced by putting a timestamp on each message, which 

represents the simulation time at which the destination process should process the mes

sage. Figure 2.1 gives a space-time representation of the progress of a simulation, with 

each vertical line representing an LP. Positions along the lines represent points in simula

tion time or virtual time, as it is called in distributed simulation. The filled dots represent 

events that have been processed. The empty dots represent events that are currently being 

processed, and the arrows represent messages between processes. 
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Each process maintains its own virtual clock, whose time is called the local virtual time 

(LVT). The Time Warp protocol allows each process to continue processing the events 

in its event queue under the assumption that no message will arrive with a timestamp 

earlier than LVT. If such a message, called a straggler, does arrive, the receiving pro

cess must rollback, undoing the effects of the erroneous computation, and then continue 

forward again. A rollback involves restoring the state of the process to its state before 

the causality error occurred. In addition, anti-messages must be sent to processes that 

received messages that should not have been sent. Anti-messages cancel the effects of 

their positive counterpart, and may, in turn, cause other rollbacks. This effect is called 

cascaded rollback. For a process to be able to restore its state, it must periodically save 

it, a process called state-saving or checkpointing. 

The point in time marked GVT in Figure 2.1 is the global virtual time. This time is 

the smallest virtual time of any process or outstanding message in the system. Process 

4 is known as the GVT regulator, since it is the process with its LVT equal to GVT. 

Given continuously distributed virtual time, only one process or message can be the 

GVT regulator. Events that occurred before GVT cannot be rolled back, and therefore 

can be safely committed. Fossil collection is the process of reclaiming memory from 

saved states and messages with times before GVT. The frequency and method of GVT 

calculation vary among Time Warp implementations. If GVT is determined more often, 

events will be committed earlier, which frees up memory, but the calculation relies upon 

global knowledge, and therefore requires a polling algorithm to be executed. This type 
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of algorithm takes up network bandwidth and processor time, and can therefore hurt 

performance. 

Several different performance parameters are used to measure the effectiveness of the 

Time Warp protocol. The must common parameter is speedup, the ratio of execution 

time on a single processor to execution time on a multiprocessor, ideally equaling the 

number of processors being used. Speedup is limited by the overheads discussed, and also 

by the parallelism available in the simulation. 

2.2 Model Assumptions 

The goal of this thesis is to build an analytic model to estimate speedup, and other 

performance measures, taking in effect the limitations induced by the various overheads 

just discussed. In doing this we make the following assumptions: 

1. The model is self-initiating. In a self-initiating model, each process continuously 

schedules its own events. Messages are for synchronization only and carry no work.1 

The sender therefore uses its own LVT as the timestamp of the message. The Ising 

spin model [26] is an example of a simulation for which this model would apply. 

2. All delays in the model are exponentially distributed. The virtual time increments 

of each process are independent and identically distributed exponential random 

variables with rate A. The time to process an event is exponentially distributed 

with rate 7. The time to rollback is also exponentially distributed. Its rate will be 

discussed later in this chapter. The communication channel is modeled as a queue, 

'In a message-initiating model, messages represent events and therefore do carry work. 
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with the time to retrieve a message from the channel exponentially distributed with 

rate fi. 

3. After processing an event, a message is sent with probability p. All processes have 

equal chance (including the sender) of receiving the message. 

4. State-saving takes negligible time, and state is saved after every event. This im

plies that rollbacks can stop one event before the time of the straggler causing the 

rollback. 

5. Each process is allowed to be, at most, MAX events ahead of the GVT regulator. 

This is a way of limiting the optimism of each process. A Time Warp variation 

known as Moving Time Window [27] limits the optimism of each process, but the 

limit is in terms of simulation time and not the number of events. 

6. Aggressive cancellation and message preemption are used. With aggressive cancel

lation, anti-messages are sent immediately after a causality error is detected. With 

message preemption, incoming messages preempt the event being processed if roll

back is necessary. This is not common among implementations but, according to 

Lin and Lazowska [13], is necessary for the correctness of the Time Warp algorithm, 

given that incorrect computation could cause an infinite loop. 

7. GVT calculation is initiated every time the GVT regulator advances. 

8. There is assumed to be one process per processor. Given this assumption, the words 

process and processor will be used interchangeably. 
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The above assumptions relate to both the characteristics of the executing simulation 

and the Time Warp implementation. As will be discussed in the next section, the model 

reflects many of the dynamics of the class of simulations and implementations that have 

been described. The model is not meant to predict the expected speedup of a particular 

Time Warp implementation, but rather to provide insight into the relationships of vari

ous parameters of the simulation and implementation, and how they relate to speedup. 

By considering performance across ranges of relative timings for the components of the 

system, an understanding of these relationships can be obtained. 

2.3 Model description 

As in simulation, there are two notions of time to be considered: real time and virtual 

time. The time it takes a processor to process a simulation event is real time. The 

timestamp increment associated with each new event is virtual time. Virtual time may 

go forward or backward, but real time always progresses. The model looks at the dynamics 

of virtual time as real time progresses. This section will first discuss the representation of 

virtual time, and then discuss the components of the model related to forward progress, 

rollback, and GVT advancement. 

2.3.1 Virtual time representation 

In order to study the dynamics of virtual time, we must find a convenient way of 

expressing the virtual time of each process. Different studies have done this in different 

ways. If the virtual time of each process is expressed as a number of clock ticks, comparison 
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Figure 2.2: Residual time distribution. 

of two virtual times is as simple as comparing their values, but this forces virtual time to 

be discrete in nature, even though simulation time is typically continuously distributed. 

We consider simulation time to be continuously distributed, with the timestamp increment 

(virtual time increment) of each event exponentially distributed. As in [20], we accomplish 

this by representing the virtual time of each process by the number of events, k, that have 

been processed, but not committed. This notation implies that virtual time is a random 

variable and therefore must be considered probabilistically. 

In order to consider virtual time, we must first determine its density function as a 

function of k. Inter-event distances are exponentially distributed, so virtual time is mostly 

a sum of exponentially distributed random variables, but special consideration must be 

given to the first interval above GVT. Figure 2.2 shows that the time between GVT 

and the first event of each process, R, is not a full inter-event interval, and is therefore 

not exponentially distributed. The density function of this residual time must be found. 

Using this density function, the density function of virtual time can be derived. 
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Residual time density function 

We must first derive the density function of the residual time. Bertsekas and Gallager 

[28] consider the residual time of an arriving customer to an M/G/l queue with arrival 

rate equal to A, and X, equal to the service time of the ith customer. They show that 

as i —> oo, the mean residual time equals |AX2, which simplifies to 1/A for exponential 

service times. Ross [29] considers the residual time in the context of alternating renewal 

processes. Given two renewal process and a jump of size t by the first process, he looks 

at the residual time until the next renewal of the second process at time t. He shows that 

as t —> oo, the residual time converges in distribution to the inter-renewal distribution. 

Nicol [15] does a similar proof, considering a jump of a certain number of hops, j, by the 

first process. He shows that as j —>• oo, the residual time converges in distribution to 

the inter-renewal distribution. He uses the result to obtain bounds on the performance 

of Time Warp. 

The advance of one process with respect to another is typically small, and therefore the 

limiting behavior is not an adequate measure. We must derive the exact density function 

of the residual time, which we denote R. The timestamp increment of each process, X, 

is exponentially distributed with rate A (as per assumption 2 in Section 2.2), which has a 

density function given by: 

f x ( t )  —  X e ~ x t ,  t  >  0. 

If the increment of the non-regulator is known, say x, the residual time of the non-

regulator relative to the new GVT is distributed as a truncated exponential with the time 
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axis reversed, with density function: 

f R \ x ( t \ x )  =  -j^Ae A(* 4), 0 < t  <  x .  

K is a normalization constant, and is given by: 

K  =  f  \ e ~ M d t  = 1 - e~Al, x  >  0, 

which gives: 

f m x ( t \ x )  =  0 < < <  

The bivariate density of R and X is then: 

f R , x ( t , x )  =  f R \ x ( t \ x ) f x ( x )  

= A2(l - e_Ax)_1e~A(2r_t\ 0 < t < x. 

Integrating out x gives: 

/

OO 

f R , x ( t , x ) d x  
•OO 

/

OO 
e ~ 2 X x ( l  - e ~ X x ) - l d x ,  t >  0. 

The difference between this density function and an exponential density function can 

be seen in Figure 2.3. The mean of R was found numerically with IMSL [30] to be 

approximately 0.645/A as opposed to 1/A for an exponential random variable. 

Virtual time density function 

The virtual time of an event k steps ahead of the regulator is the sum of A;—1 exponentially 

distributed random variables and one residual random variable. We denote this random 
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Figure 2.3: Density function comparison with A = 1. 

variable as Wk. Therefore, the density function is given by the convolution of an Erlang-

(k — 1) density function (/£*_, (£)) and a residual time density function. For k equal to 

one, this is just /«(<). For k >2: 

/OO 

/«(< - T ) f E k ^ { T ) d T  
•OO 

f t  /  poo \  \k  — l -k  — '2  

= I - '~"rdx) Wrwe~x'iT- 1 a 0 

2.3.2 Forward progress 

Each of the N processes in the simulation progresses forward by continually processing 

events. As per assumption 2 of Section 2.2, the time to process one event is exponentially 

distributed with rate 7. Figure 2.4 shows an example of a three process simulation. 
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GVT 

k = 3 k = 2 Regulator 

Figure 2.4: Comparing virtual times. 

Process 3 is the GVT regulator. For process 1, A; is equal to three. Process 2 has just 

finished processing an event and has incremented its value of k to two. 

After processing each event, a process sends a simulation message with probability 

p. Simulation messages represent messages of the simulation, not messages related to 

the workings of the protocol. A message is sent by putting it onto a common channel. 

Each process (including the sender) then has an equal chance of receiving the message. 

Figure 2.4 shows process 1 receiving a message that was sent by process 2. Since this is 

a self-initiating model, the timestamp of the message is the virtual time of the sender, 

given as the sender's value of k before advancing. The message in Figure 2.4 would have 

a timestamp of two. This would cause a rollback, which is discussed in the next section. 

Each process is limited from being more than MAX events ahead of the regulator. 

Once this limit is reached, a process stops processing. It cannot resume processing until 

it is rolled back or GVT advances. Section 4 will discuss whether or not this technique 

of limited optimism improves performance. 
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2.3.3 Rollback 

When a process receives a message, it must determine probabilistically how many 

events must be rolled back, given the virtual time of the message. The rollback must then 

be performed. 

Probability of rollback 

To calculate how many events are rolled back, two virtual times must be compared prob

abilistically. The probability that a message with timestamp i rolls back an event with 

timestamp j is: 

The ww subscript implies that two virtual time distributions are being considered. 

Table 2.1 shows values for Pww[i,j] for several values of i and j. The bottom half 

is not filled in, but can be calculated given Pww[i,j] = 1 - Pww[j,i]. There is no closed 

form solution for these probabilities, so numerical integration was used (IMSL [30]). Each 

probability was calculated to an accuracy of three digits. In order to show the effect of 

the difference between Wk and an E). random variable on Pxuw, values are shown using 

both the correct residual distribution (res) and using an exponentially distributed random 

variable as the residual (exp). The latter case simplifies to a comparison of two Erlang 

distributions, which is given in [20] as: 

Pw*[i,j] = P W k W j ] 
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Table 2.1: Values of Pww[i, j]. 

i 
j 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 res 
exp 

0.5000 
0.5000 

0.7933 
0.7500 

0.9050 
0.8750 

0.9533 
0.9375 

0.9755 
0.9688 

0.9864 
0.9844 

0.9918 
0.9922 

0.9949 
0.9961 

2 res 
exp 

0.5000 
0.5000 

0.7017 
0.6875 

0.8269 
0.8125 

0.9008 
0.8906 

0.9434 
0.9375 

0.9674 
0.9648 

0.9812 
0.9805 

3 res 
exp 

0.5000 
0.5000 

0.6621 
0.6562 

0.7810 
0.7734 

0.8620 
0.8555 

0.9145 
0.9102 

0.9478 
0.9453 

4 res 
exp 

0.5000 
0.5000 

0.6389 
0.6367 

0.7503 
0.7461 

0.8323 
0.8281 

0.8901 
0.8867 

5 res 
exp 

0.5000 
0.5000 

0.6235 
0.6230 

0.7280 
0.7256 

0.8093 
0.8062 

6 res 
exp 

0.5000 
0.5000 

0.6125 
0.6128 

0.7112 
0.7095 

7 res 
exp 

0.5000 
0.5000 

0.6044 
0.6047 

8 res 
exp 

0.5000 
0.5000 

These values differ by as much as 5.4%. The effect of this difference on speedup will be 

shown in Chapter 4. 

Cost of rollback 

When a process is rolled back, it must restore its state and send anti-messages. For each 

event that is rolled back, an anti-message is sent with probability p, since that is the 

probability that a message was sent the first time the event was processed. This is done 

by putting a message on the channel with a timestamp equal to the value of k of the 

event that is being rolled back. Anti-messages are not distinguished from messages on 

the channel; they both have the effect of possibly rolling back the process that receives 

them. 
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new-GVT 

Figure 2.5: Determining a new regulator. 

The cost of rollback is the time that the process spends processing the rollback. When 

the rollback is completed, the process can resume forward progress. The rollback time 

consists of the time to restore state and the time to process rolled back events. This model 

assumes that the time needed for a rollback is exponentially distributed with a mean of 

i _|_ hmzn_ 'phis mean consists of two components: 1/(3 represents the average time to 

restore state, and 1 /a represents a time to be added for every event that is being rolled 

back (num), representing the average time to process a rolled back event. Therefore, the 

rollback cost has a constant component and a component proportional to the rollback 

distance. 

2.3.4 GVT advancement 

When the regulator advances, a new regulator must be chosen, and each process must 

commit those events with timestamps less than the new GVT. Figure 2.5 shows an 

example of this procedure. When process 1, which was the regulator, advanced, process 

3 became the new regulator, since it was processing the earlist event in virtual time. 

Processes 2 and 4 each committed one event, since GVT advanced beyond one event at 
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each process. In this model, when the regulator advances, choosing a regulator and the 

committing of events are done probabilistically. 

Determining a new regulator 

The state of all processes, other than the regulator, is expressed by a vector V, where 

Yk is the number of processes that are k events ahead of the GVT regulator. Rather 

1 iian choosing a new regulator explicitly, the value of k of the new regulator is first 

chosen probabilistically, given V. The new regulator is then chosen uniformly from those 

processes that are k steps ahead of the old regulator. 

Consider first the case where a new process becomes the regulator. Let Af(j) be 

the number of processed, uncommitted events at a process j. The probability that a 

particular new process with k processed, uncommitted events will be the next regulator 

is the probability that the virtual time of that process is less than the virtual times of all 

other processes in the model, including Ex for the old regulator's advance, and WV(,)+i for 

•each other process i. The probability that some process with k processed, uncommitted 

events is chosen is the sum of these probabilities over all processes j such that Af{j) = k. 

This probability is: 

Pjleg(k) — £ P [Wit+i < Ei and 
i 3 r f U ) = k  

Wk+1 < WAr(<)+i V i € [1,2,..., N], ijt j,i^ regulator] . 

Because the virtual times of each process with the same number of processed, uncom-

uajtted events are stochastically identical, the probability within the sum is the same for 

each value of j. This implies that the sum can be replaced by a factor of Vk. We will 
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also change the order by which the virtual times will be compared; virtual times will be 

compared in ascending order of number of events ahead of the regulator. This gives: 

PReg(k) - Vk P [Wk+l < Ex and 

(Wk+1 < Wm+1 Vi€ [1,2,...,0 V TO 6 [0,1,... ,MAX — 1]]. 

V' is equal to V with Vk decremented, which accounts for the i ^ j condition given in 

the previous equation. The probabilities for the events in the previous equation can now 

be explicitly expressed in terms of the density functions calculated earlier. Additionally, 

the probability that Wk+l < Wm+i is the same for each value of i, so the corresponding 

term can just be raised to the power of V^. This gives: 

/

OO / rOO \ MAX — 1 /  p oo 

f w k + 1 { h )  / E , ( < i ) d < i J  J J  f w m + l ( t i ) d t i  

vLl 

d t n  

MAX-1 /•OO 

=  V k  e- ^ f W k + l ( t 2 )  n  
J° m=0 

dtn.  

The probability that the old regulator is still the regulator is the probability that one 

exponentially distributed interval (the regulator's timestamp increment) is less than the 

virtual times of all other processes. This probability is: 

Pfiegisame) — P [Ei < WV(j)+1 V i e [1,2,..., jV], i ̂  regulator] 

MAX-l  r / ,oo \ v. 

/

OO M AA — i / «00 \ 

/e,(* 2) I J  ( /  f w m + l ( t i ) d t i j  
•°° m=0 ' 

P 00 MAX — 1 I n m=0 

dt2 

dt 2 .  

Therefore, the regulator either determines that it is still the regulator, or it determines 

the value of k of the new regulator. Either way, in the model, a broadcast GVT message 

is sent with this information. Each process then uses this information to determine how 
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many events should be committed. If there is a new regulator, a process with the correct 

value of k (selected uniformly) assumes the role of regulator. 

Committing events 

If a process receives a GVT message, it must probabilistically determine how many events 

should be committed. If the old regulator is still the regulator, then GVT has advanced 

by one exponentially distributed increment. Let us first determine the probability that 

one exponentially distributed increment (E\) is less than Wji 

The ew subscript implies that an exponential distribution is being compared to a virtual 

time distribution. The probability that an event with timestamp j (1 < j < k) is 

committed, given that the old regulator is still the regulator, is P[Ei > Wj | Ei < Wk+i\, 

where k is the number of processed, uncommitted events of this process. It is known that 

E\ < Wk+l, because this process was not chosen as the new regulator. This probability 

equates to (Peui{k + 1] - Pew[j]) / Pew[k + 1]. 

If a new regulator is chosen and previously had i processed, uncommitted events, 

then GVT has advanced by Wi+i. The probability that an event with timestamp j 

(1 < j < k) is committed is: P[Wf+1 > Wj \ Wi+i < Wfc+1], where k is the number of 

Pew[j] = P[Ei < Wj] 
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processed, uncommitted events of this process. This equates to (Pww[i-\-1, k +1] — Pww[i-\-

Pww[i + 1, k + 1]. 

2.3.5 Model summary 

The operation of the model can be summarized as follows. Each of the N processes 

repeatedly processes events, each time sending a message with probability p. A process 

is blocked if it is MAX events ahead of the regulator. If a simulation message arrives, 

a process determines how many events must be rolled back and sends anti-messages. It 

spends some time doing the rollback, and then resumes forward progress. If the GVT 

regulator advances, it first determines if it is to stay the regulator, or, if a new regulator 

exists, it determines the value of k of the new regulator. A GVT message is then sent to 

each process, so they may commit the appropriate number of events. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SAN MODEL FOR TIME WARP 

Rather than building a Markov model directly, the model presented in the previ

ous chapter is constructed as a stochastic activity network. Stochastic activity networks 

(SANs) [24, 31] are a stochastic extension to Petri Nets that can be used to obtain 

analytical (as well as simulation) results concerning the performance of many systems. 

Composed models are constructed using a hierarchical structure of SANs. Figure 3.1 

represents the composed model of a Time Warp system. The proc node is a SAN, and 

the Rep node indicates that the proc SAN is to be replicated. 

Figure 3.2 shows the proc SAN, which represents one processor of a simulation syn

chronized with the Time Warp protocol. SANs consist of five types of components: timed 

Rep Common Places: 

channel 
cycle 
num_to_recv 
vt_vector 

proc 

Figure 3.1: Time Warp composed model. 
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num_done 

toredo 
more 

no s 
action uncom how_many 

no more 
naw_reg 

costor 
rollback 

me_reg 

send anti 

do anti 
i or not 

vt vector 

cmannel holdre 

Initialize: N, MAX, channel = 9999 

. marking of all other places zero. 

choose_reg 

Figure 3.2: proc SAN. 
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activities (ovals), instantaneous activities (vertical lines), places (circles), input gates (tri

angles with their point connected to an activity), and output gates (triangles with their 

backside connected to an activity). The execution of SANs is discussed in detail in [24]. 

A composed model is used to replicate submodels or join them together with other 

submodels. Replication reduces the state space size of the resulting Markov process by 

exploiting symmetries in the model [31]. Replica submodels can interact with one another 

through the use of common places. The list of common places in Figure 3.1 represents 

the places that are common among all the replicas. As an example, the place channel 

represents the communication channel by which processors communicate. By making this 

place common, all replicas are sending and receiving on the same channel. All subsequent 

discussion related to the model will refer to the SAN in Figure 3.2. 

Figure 3.2 and all other model figures were generated using UltraSAN[25], a stochastic 

activity network modeling package. The package allows the attributes of all the compon

ents to be defined using C code. The only extension to standard C is the MARK macro, 

which returns the marking of the specified place. For example, MARK(channel) returns 

the number of tokens in place channel. 

This chapter will describe how the SAN model in Figure 3.2 implements the model 

discussed in the previous chapter, including forward progress, rollback, and GVT ad

vancement. The performance variables will also be discussed. 
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Table 3.1: Definition of limit. 

Gate Enabling Predicate Function 

limit ( M  A R K ( m e j r e g )  = =  1 | |  

M A R K(uncom) < MARK (MAX) - 1) 
h&i M ARK (rolling) == 0 
&& M ARK (channel) ! = 9999 

identity 

3.1 Forward progress 

The activity process in the model represents the time it takes for a processor to execute 

a simulation event. This time is exponentially distributed with rate 7, and represents real 

time. There is no activity in the model to represent virtual time. Instead, as discussed 

in the previous chapter, the virtual time of each process is represented by its number of 

processed, uncommitted events, which is given as the number of tokens in place uncom. 

It should be noted that place uncom is not a common place, and therefore each copy of 

the replicated SAN maintains its own value of this variable. 

The input gate limit gives the enabling condition for activity process. Its definition is 

given in table 3.1. The enabling predicate of the gate evaluates to one or zero, determining 

if the connected activity (process) is enabled or not. The marking of me-reg is one if this 

process is the GVT regulator, or zero if it is not. The marking of uncom represents 

the number of processed, uncommitted events of this process. The marking of MAX 

represents the maximum number of events that a process can be ahead of the regulator. 

The marking of rolling is greater than zero if the process is currently rolling back, and 

place channel represents the communication channel. Therefore, process continues to 

be enabled as long as the process is the regulator or has not exceeded the maximum 
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Decrement tojredo if > 0 

if the channel is occupied 

Increment to.redo 

else 

Put message on the channel * 

if I am the regulator 

Set new-reg = 1 

else 

Increment tincom, adjust vtjuector 

Figure 3.3: Definitions of dosend and nosend (without starred command). 

allowable advance, the process is not rolling back, and 9,999 is not on the channel, which 

is an initialization condition. The function is specified as identity, which means the gate 

does not change the marking of the network when the activity completes. In this case, the 

marking change is handled by the output gates of process (i.e. dosend and nosend). For 

ease of explanation and conservation of space, all subsequent discussion will use pseudo

code rather than the C code of the model. The full code of the model can be found in 

Appendix A. 

The case probabilities of activity process (the two small circles to the right of the 

activity) represent the probabilities of sending or not sending a message after processing 

an event (p and 1 - p). They are fixed numbers. If the first case is chosen, output 

gate dosend is executed, else nosend is executed. Figure 3.3 shows the pseudo-code 

of the output gate dosend. Output gate nosend is identical except for the absence of 

the starred command. The place vt.vector is a coded vector of the number of processed, 
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uncommitted events at each process. Its marking is: 

MAX-l  

£ Vk(N + l)k. 
k=0 

N is the number of processes in the model. N + 1 acts as the base of the code. Each time 

a process modifies its own value of uncom, it adjusts vt-vector, by subtracting (TV +1) °M-k 

and adding (N + \)new-^. It is a common place, so all processes know the status of all 

other processes in the model. The place channel is also coded, in order to allow different 

types of messages to be sent using the one place. Messages are given values in different 

ranges to represent different kinds of messages with different timestamps. This code also 

uses a function of the place N as its base. 

The place to.redo represents the number of events that need to be redone, and will 

become important when considering the performance variables. Rather than queue up 

messages for the channel, if the channel is occupied when an event is completed, the event 

is redone. Finally, if this process is the GVT regulator, the place new-reg is set. The effect 

of setting new.reg will be discussed in the forthcoming section on GVT advancement. 

3.2 Rollback 

The timed activity recv represents the time to pull a message off the channel and has 

an activity time which is exponentially distributed with rate fi. The predicate of get-info 

is true (i.e. activity recv is enabled) when there is a simulation message or a GVT message 

on the channel. GVT messages will be discussed later in this chapter. The function of 

getJnfo, shown in Figure 3.4, is executed when recv completes. A marking of 9,999, the 



if initialization code is on the channel 

Set me.reg = 1 

Clear the channel 

Initialize vt-vector to N - 1 

else if simulation message on channel 

if message is from the regulator 

if I am not the regulator 

Set rolling 

to-redo = to.redo + uncom 

do-anti = uncom 

uncom = 0, adjust vt-vector 

else ignore it 

Clear the channel 

else if message is not from the regulator 

Remove the earliest message from the channel 

if I am not the regulator 

Put the message in action 

else ignore it 

else if GVT message on channel 

if regulator is still available and uncom = new value 

Set me.reg = 1 

Make regulator unavailable 

uncom = 0, adjust vt.vector 

else put the new value in action 

Toggle my-cycle 

Decrement num-to-recv 

if num-to-recv = 0 

Clear the channel 

Toggle cycle 

Figure 3.4: Definition of get-info function. 
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initialization code, is put in place channel initially. The first process to receive this code 

becomes the first regulator and initializes vt.vector. 

If a simulation message is received, one of several actions may be performed by the 

function of get-info. If the receiver is the regulator, the message is ignored. If the message 

is from the regulator, all progress is rolled back by setting rolling (as discussed in the 

next paragraph), adding the value of uncom to to.redo, setting do-anti to the value of 

uncom, and clearing uncom. The place do.anti represents a queue of anti-messages to 

be used to model cascaded rollback. Since the activity antLor-not is instantaneous, they 

are sent immediately. The case probabilities of this activity are p and 1 — p. Therefore, 

anti-messages are sent with the same probability as the original messages. 

When place rolling has tokens in it, the process is rolling back. The predicate of 

limit indicates that the process cannot resume processing while the marking of rolling is 

greater than zero. The way that rolling is set gives rise to three different models. Model 

I sets rolling to zero, or equivalently, does not set it at all. This implies no rollback cost. 

Models II and III use the rollback cost given in Chapter 2, which was 1//3 + num/a. 

The reciprocal is assigned as the rate of activity rollback. Model II assumes a — oo, 

and therefore the rollback cost equals 1//3. Model III incorporates both a and fi. The 

predicate of the input gate cost-.or.not enables this activity if the marking of rolling is 

greater than zero. The function merely clears rolling. 

If the incoming message is not from the regulator, the receiver must determine how 

many of its own events are rolled back. The message is put into place action, and imme

diately is processed by how-many, an instantaneous activity. The first case probability of 
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if action contains a simulation message 

if uncom = nvm-done - 1 

return 0.0 

else if num-done = 0 

return Pww [message, uncom + 1] 
else 

return ^>u,ti,^meg3age'uncom~num~^one^"1^ 
P w w [message ) uncom—num-done+2]  

else if action contains a GVT message 

if uncom = num-done 

return 0.0 

else if regulator advanced and still is regulator 
Pe W [uncom-{- l]  — P e w \num-done+l]  

P e w [uncom+l]  — P e x t , [num -done]  

else 

return ^>w^[new-va^ue*uncom'^^'~^^'inew~va^ue>riurri-^one'^^ 
P w u , [new -value ,uncom+l] ' -  P w w [new ~value ,num-done]  

Figure 3.5: First case probability of how.many. 

how.many is given in Figure 3.5. The parameter values of the return statements repres

ent the probabilities to be used, given the different conditions, as derived in the previous 

chapter. The second case probability is identical to the first with each probability the 

complement of the first. The place num-done is a counter of the number of events that 

will be rolled back. It starts at zero for each new rollback. 

The probability that the first event (the event with the highest timestamp) is rolled 

back is the probability that the timestamp of the message is less than the timestamp of 

the event being processed, or Pww[message, uncom + 1], where message is the timestamp 

of the received message, and uncom is the number of uncommitted events in the process. 

If the first case is chosen, the output gate more merely increments num-done and restores 
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Restore action 

if num-done > 0 

if action contains a simulation message 

uncom = uncom - num-done + 1, adjust vt.vector 

Set rolling 

do.anti = nunt-done - 1 

to-redo = to-redo + num-done - 1 

if action contains a GVT message 

uncom = uncom - num-done, adjust vt-vector 

Clear num-done, action 

Figure 3.6: Definition of no-more. 

the value of action. The probability that the second event is rolled back (the marking 

of num-done is now 1) is the probability that the timestamp of the message is less than 

the second event, given that the first event was rolled back, or Pww[message, uncom] / 

Pww[™essa9e> uncom + 1]. Activity how.many continues to complete, each time evaluat

ing the probability that the message rolls back the next event. The output gate no-more 

is executed when the second case is chosen, which is either done probabilistically or when 

all events have been rolled back. The definition of nojmore is given in Figure 3.6. The 

gate adjusts the value of uncom and processes the rolled back events as described earlier. 

3.3 GVT advancement 

The output gates dosend and nosend show that when the regulator advances, a token 

is put into place new.reg. A token in place newjreg indicates that a new regulator must 

be chosen. Activity choose-reg, via input gate hold-reg, contends for the channel, given 
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its predicate of: MARK(channel) —= 0. Once the channel is clear, a new regulator is 

chosen by activity choosejreg. Activity choosejreg is exponentially distributed with rate 

fi, which in this case represents the time to put a message on the channel. The first 

case probability of choosejreg is PReg^ame), which is the probability that this process is 

still the regulator. If this case is chosen, output gate same.gvt puts a GVT message on 

the channel, indicating that the regulator has advanced one event. The other cases have 

probabilities of PReg{k), where k varies from zero to seven. These are the probabilities that 

the new regulator has k processed, uncommitted events. The vector needed to determine 

these probabilities is the value presently in place vt.vector. Each of these cases has an 

output gate associated with it named give.to.k, which puts a GVT message on the channel 

indicating that the regulator role is available and the value of k of the new regulator. 

Output gates do.send and no.send perform two other actions in addition to those 

described; they set num.to.recv to N - 1 and toggle the value of my.cycle. These actions 

are needed to facilitate the broadcast operation needed for GVT messages. The place 

cycle is a common place that has a value of one or zero. Place num.to.recv is also 

common, and indicates the number of processes that have yet to receive the message in 

place channel. The predicate of get-info says that a process should only retrieve a GVT 

message if MARK(cycle) —— MARK(my.cycle). After reading the message, it toggles 

its own value of my.cycle, preventing the process from reading the message again, before 

some other process reads it for the first time. After reading the message, the process also 

decrements num.to.recv. If the new value of num.to.recv is zero, the channel is cleared 

and cycle is toggled, making all processes eligible for receiving once again. 
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Figure 3.4, the function of input gate getJnfo, shows what a process does when it 

reads a GVT message off the channel. The process first checks to see if the flag is set 

indicating that the role of regulator is still available. If so, and the value of k of the 

regulator matches its own value of uncom, the process clears the flag and sets me.reg to 

one. If either of these conditions is not true, then the GVT message is put into place 

action. 

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show that GVT messages are handled in a manner similar to that 

of simulation messages. If the old regulator is still the regulator, then GVT advanced by 

one exponentially distributed increment. As discussed in Chapter 2, the probability that 

the first (bottom) event is committed is the probability that one exponentially distrib

uted increment is greater than one residual time, given that the exponentially distributed 

increment is less than that process's virtual time. This equates to: (Pew[uncom + 1] 

- Pew[l]) / Pew [uncom + 1], The probability that the second event is committed (the 

marking of num-done is now 1) is the probability that the virtual time of the new reg

ulator is greater than the second event, given that the first event was committed. This 

activity continues to complete, each time evaluating the probability that the next event 

is committed. When the second case is eventually chosen, uncom is decremented by the 

number of events that have been committed, as shown in Figure 3.6. 

If there is a new regulator with k = new-value, then the first (bottom) event is commit

ted with probability (Pww[new.value, uncom + 1] - Pww[new.value, 1]) / Pww [new-value, 

uncom + 1]. As before, activity how-many continues to complete, each time evaluating 

the probability that the next event is committed. 
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3.3.1 Performance variables and solution 

As can be appreciated from the previous section, the stochastic activity network model 

constructed is a fairly detailed representation of the behavior of a distributed simulation, 

and hence can support a rich set of performance variables. Performance variables for 

SANs are defined in terms of markings of the network and numbers of times particular 

activities complete. After a composed model and one or more performance variables are 

defined, UltraSAN generates a reduced base model (Markov reward model) [31], which 

represents the behavior of the composed model and supports the specified performance 

variables. 

The mean, variance, probability density function, and probability distribution function 

can then be computed for each performance variable, by numerically solving the resulting 

Markov reward model. For the model in this thesis, we use an iterative method known as 

successive overrelaxation (SOR). When this solution method is used, the interpretation 

of the resulting numeric value is the instantaneous value the variable takes on in steady-

state. Furthermore, if the model is in a single recurrent non-null class of states with 

probability one in steady-state, the value can be interpreted as the fraction of time the 

variable takes on various values. In the distributed simulation model, the initialization 

condition gives rise to a Markov process with a single transient state, and a single class of 

recurrent non-null states. Thus the "fraction-of-time" interpretation holds for this model. 

The most important performance variable is speedup. To determine speedup, we define 

a performance variable that takes the value of the number of processes that have activity 

process enabled and have no tokens in place to.redo. This implies that events are being 
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processed, and the current event is not being redone. Each replica of the proc SAN adds 

one to the random variable if these conditions are true, and zero if they are false. The 

value of speedup therefore varies between zero and N. 

The fraction of time each process is blocked is another important performance vari

able. A process is blocked when it is MAX events ahead of the regulator. Since each 

replica is identical in steady-state, they will each have the same state-occupancy blocking 

probabilities, and hence fraction of time blocked. This allows us to normalize the random 

variable to the range of zero to one. In terms of the SAN model, each of the replicas adds 

a value of 1/iV to the random variable when their own marking of place uncom equals 

MAX — 1, and adds zero otherwise. 

Using a similar argument, the fraction of time each process spends rolling back is 

determined by having each replica add a value of 1 /N when their marking of place rolling 

is greater than zero. This equates to the fraction of time that each process is rolling back. 

Furthermore, the fraction of time a process spends redoing events can be determined by 

having each replica add a value of l/N when activity process is enabled, and there are 

tokens in place to-redo. Finally, the fractions of time that the channel contains simulation 

messages and GVT messages can be determined in a similar manner, by looking at place 

channel. 

Each of these performance variables will be determined in the next section for particular 

numbers of processes and values of MAX. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

This chapter will present results that were obtained with the model. Theoretically, the 

model presented can be used to analyze the performance of Time Warp for any number 

of processors and any value of MAX, but the state space grows as each of these values 

increases. The analysis is therefore limited by the memory constraints of the computer 

used to do the evaluation. Table 4.1 shows the state space sizes of the resulting Markov 

models for the three models that were used. Only those combinations of N and MAX 

that were analyzed are given, although other combinations are possible. Model II, which 

adds the rollback activity with constant rate, and Model III, which adds the rollback 

activity with rate proportional to the number of events rolled back, each add more detail 

to the model, and therefore have larger state spaces. 

Table 4.1: State Space Sizes for Model I, Model II, and Model III. 

M A X  
N  ( I )  N ( I I )  N ( I I I )  

M A X  2 3 4 5 6 7 3 3 

1 41 93 177 301 473 701 93 93 

2 77 279 765 1,755 3,557 6,581 791 1,151 

3 213 1,355 6,295 23,873 77,741 224,405 5,399 11,225 

4 629 6,789 49,291 280,093 30,877 91,283 

5 1,567 27,535 300,557 137,507 

6 3,601 102,405 
7 7,977 368,991 
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—1 speedupT= N (Theoretical) 
—IO MAX = 1| / I 

—| A MAX = 3 / , 
— •. MAX = 3 _ 
—I o MAX = T 1 

—I* MAX = 3 I 
—]A MAX = ^ / | 
— • MAX_= ll 

Figure 4.1: Speedup vs. N given different values of MAX. 

4.1 Results for Model I 

Figure 4.1 shows results obtained from Model I. Speedup vs. N is given for different 

values of MAX. The dashed line represents ideal performance (speedup = N). For this set 

of runs it was assumed that there is no rollback cost, p (probability of sending a message) 

equals 0.2, and 7 (rate of processing events) equals 10. The communication cost, jj,, is in 

the model, but the rate was set at 100,000 for this set of runs, so its impact is negligible. 

It can be seen that with no overhead, the speedup increases linearly with N, given a 

constant value of MAX. As MAX increases, the lines seem to approach a limiting slope. 

This slope is not equal to N because of the rollbacks initiated by simulation messages. 

Figure 4.2 shows the fraction of time each process is blocked for each value of MAX as 
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Figure 4.2: Fraction of time blocked vs. N given different values of MAX. 

N is varied. With a MAX of one, each processor except the regulator is blocked, so the 

fraction of time blocked is 1 — 1/./V. As MAX increases, there is less and less chance of 

being blocked. 

Figure 4.3 shows speedup vs. MAX for different values of p, when the number of 

processors is three. All other assumptions are the same as for Figure 4.1. As p increases, 

there are more rollbacks, and therefore speedup decreases. The top curve has p equal 

to zero. This implies no simulation messages, and therefore no rollback. In this case, 

progress is only limited by the assumed limited optimism. It is therefore believed that 

the top curve asymptotically approaches ideal performance (speedup = 3). 

Figure 4.3 also shows the effect on speedup of the calculated residual distribution 

from Chapter 2. The solid lines use the correct distribution. The dotted lines use the 
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Figure 4.3: Speedup vs. MAX given different sending probabilities, N — 3. 

exponential simplification. Since the simplification assumes a full inter-event interval just 

above GVT, fewer events will be committed after every GVT advance, yielding the smaller 

speedups. 

Figure 4.4 shows speedup vs. N as a function of the communication cost, fi. A MAX 

of three is assumed. All other assumptions are the same. Once N increases beyond one, 

speedup is linearly related to N, but decreases significantly as communication cost in

creases. Figure 4.5 shows the fraction of time various message types are on the channel for 

the same set of runs. The bars are divided into simulation messages and GVT messages. 

As communication cost increases, the time spent on simulation messages decreases, while 

the time spent on GVT messages increases. It would seem that it is the increased time 

needed to determine a regulator that is affecting speedup. 
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Figure 4.5: Channel utilization given different values of N and communication cost, 
MAX = 3. 
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Figure 4.6: Speedup vs. MAX given different values of /?, the fixed rate rollback cost, 
N = 3. 

4.2 Results for Model II 

Figure 4.6 shows speedup vs. MAX for different values of (3. These runs were done 

with Model II. To reiterate, (3 is the part of rollback cost that does not depend on 

the number of events being rolled back. All other assumptions are the same, except 

fi (communication cost) was put back at 100,000. There is no model limitation against 

varying both parameters at the same time, but this would make the results less clear. 

As can be seen, beyond a MAX of one, speedup decreases as the rollback cost increases. 

There are no rollbacks when MAX equals one, and therefore that speedup does not 

change. An interesting point to note is that even for the curves with very high rollback 

cost, speedup always increases with more optimism. Figure 4.7 shows the fractions of 
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Figure 4.7: Fraction of time redoing events, blocked, and rolling back for Model II, N — 3. 

time each processor is redoing events, blocked, and rolling back. The space between the 

bar and 1.0 represents the fraction of time each processor is doing useful work. 

4.3 Results for Model III 

Figure 4.8 shows speedup vs. MAX for different values of a, and /3 set at ten. These 

runs were done with Model III. To reiterate, a is the part of the rollback cost proportional 

to the number of events rolled back. As expected, lower values of a decrease speedup. 

It is interesting to note that the slopes do decrease and eventually go negative with 

decreasing a. The implication is that if there exists a component of the rollback cost that 

is proportional to rollback distance, there exists an optimal level of optimism, beyond 

which speedup will decrease. Figure 4.9 shows the fractions of time each processor is 
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Figure 4.8: Speedup vs. MAX given different values of a, the rollback cost added for each 
rolled back event, N = 3. 
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Figure 4.9: Fraction of time redoing events, blocked, and rolling back for Model III, 
N = 3. 

redoing events, blocked, and rolling back. The space between the bar and 1.0 represents 

the fraction of time each processor is doing useful work. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis has presented a SAN model to analytically determine the performance of 

Time Warp, including speedup, fraction of time blocked, fraction of time rolling back, and 

channel utilization. By defining the model at the SAN level rather than the state level, 

we have been able to build a much more complex model than has previously been done. 

The model is a self-initiating model with N processes interacting probabilistically. By 

expressing the virtual time of each process as a number of events, rather than a number 

of clock ticks, we were able to consider continuously distributed simulation time. The 

distribution of the residual time of the first event above GVT was derived. Numerical 

integration was then used to calculate a set of probabilities related to comparisons of 

sums of exponentially distributed random variables and this residual distribution. 

These probabilities were incorporated into a SAN model that considers the combined 

effects of limited optimism, cascaded rollback, communication cost, and rollback cost. 

Speedup was shown to increase linearly with N, given a fixed level of optimism and 

no overheads. As communication cost was varied, speedups decreased, but still increased 

linearly with N. Rollback cost was divided into a fixed cost, representing state restoration, 

and a cost proportional to rollback distance, representing event processing. As the fixed 
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cost increased, speedup decreased, but it was shown that speedup always increases with 

added optimism. When the cost proportional to rollback distance was added, it was 

shown that speedup increases with added optimism only to a certain point, after which 

speedup decreases. This suggests the presence of an optimal level of optimism. 

This model is extremely flexible and can be used to analyze several other factors critical 

to Time Warp performance. For example, the effect of the state-saving interval can be 

studied by adding a place to the model representing how many events need to be processed 

before saving state. The frequency of GVT calculation could be considered in a similar 

way. Unfortunately, these enhancements will add a significant number of states to the 

Markov process, making solution more difficult. Future research will attempt to simplify 

the model in order to reduce the state space without eliminating its flexibility. 
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APPENDIX A PROJECT DOCUMENTATION 

This appendix will give the details of the SAN model for a Time Warp process. Tables 

are given with the C code that defines the attributes of each component in Figure 3.2. 

A.l Activity definitions 

Table A.l lists the activities of the model and their distributions. Activities antLor 

not and how-many are instantaneous. All other activities are timed and exponentially 

distributed. Activity choose.reg represents the time to put a GVT message on the channel. 

Its rate is /z, which is 100,000 in this example. Activity process represents the time to 

process a simulation event. Its rate is 7, which is 10 in this example. Activity recv 

represents the time to pull a message off the channel. Its rate is fi, which is 100,000 in this 

example. Activity rollback represents the time to process a rollback. Its rate is dependent 

on the marking of place rolling. Table A.2 shows what the different markings of place 

rolling mean. Therefore, activity rollback has a rate of (3 if Model II is being considered, 

and a rate of 1 / ((M ARK (rolling) — 1 )/a + 1//?) if Model III is being considered. 

Table A.3 shows the case probabilities for activities anti.or.not and process. They 

both have values of p and 1 - p, where p equals 0.2 in this example. 

Tables A.4 and A.5 give the case probabilities for activity choose.reg. These probab

ilities are used to choose a new regulator, once the old regulator advances. The file 

"../../probs/prob.vec.h" contains values for PReg(k) for all possible markings of place 

vt-vector. Place vt-vector is a coded vector of the virtual times of each process. Its 
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Table A.l: Activity Time Distributions 

Activity Distribution Rate 

anii-orjnoi instantaneous 
how-many instantaneous 
choose.reg exponential 100000 
process exponential 10 
recv exponential 100000 
rollback exponential double alpha = 3.0; 

double beta — 1.0; 

i f  ( M  A R K  ( r o l l i n g )  == 9998) 
return(beta)\ 

else 
return( 1.0 / ((M ARK (rolling) — 1) /  alpha 

+ 1.0 /  beta)) 

Table A.2: Coding of place rolling 

Marking Meaning 

0 Model III, no rollback in progress 
X Model III, rollback of x — 1 events in progress 

9997 Model II, no rollback in progress 
9998 Model II, rollback in progress 
9999 Model I 

Table A.3: Case Probabilities for Activities 

Activity Case Probability 

anti-or -not 1 0.2 
2 0.8 

process 1 0.2 
2 0.8 
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Table A.4: Case Probabilities for Activities (continued) 

Case Probability 

choose_reg 

1 double result = 1.0; 
#include /probs/prob.vec.h" 

i f  ( M A R K ( M A X )  > =  1 kk prob-vec[0][M ARK(yt-vector)] 
result — = prob-vec[Q][M ARK(vt-vector)]; 

= ZERO) 

i f  ( M A R K ( M A X )  >= 2 kk prob-vec[l][M ARK(vt-vecior)] 
result — = prob-vec[\][M ARK (vt-vector)]; 

= ZERO) 

i f  ( M A R K ( M A X )  > =  3 kk prob-vec[2][MARK (vt-vector)] 
result — = prob-vec[2][M ARK (vt-vector)]; 

= ZERO) 

i f  ( M A R K ( M A X )  > =  4  k k  p r o b - v e c [ 3 ] [ M A R K ( v t - v e c t o r ) ]  
result — — prob-vec[3][M ARK (vt -vector )\] 

= ZERO) 

i f  ( M  A R K ( M  A X )  >= 5 kk prob.vec[4][M ARK (vt .vector)] 
result — = prob-vec[4][M ARK (vt-vector)]; 

= ZERO) 

i f  ( M A R K ( M A X )  > =  6  k k  p r o b . v e c [ 5 ] [ M  A R K  ( v t - v e c t o r ) ]  
result — = prob.vec[5][M ARK (vt.vector)]; 

= ZERO) 

i f  ( M A R K ( M A X )  > =  7  k k  p r o b - v e c [ 6 ] [ M  A R K  ( v t - v e c t o r ) ]  
result — = prob-vec[6][M ARK (vt-vector)]; 

=  Z E R O )  

i f  ( M A R K ( M A X )  > =  $  k k  p r o b - v e c [ 7 ] [ M  A R K  ( v t - v e c t o r ) ]  
result — = probjvec\l][M ARK (vt-vector)]; 

=  Z E R O )  

return(result); 
2 #include probs/prob-vec.h" 

i f  ( M A R K ( M A X )  > -  1) 
return(prob-vec[0][M ARK (vt,vector)]); 

else 
return(ZERO); 

3 #tnclude "••/. . /probs/prob-vec.h" 

i f  ( M A R K ( M A X )  > =  2) 
ret urn(prob.vec[l] [MARK (vt-vector)]); 

else 
return(ZERO); 
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Table A.5: Case Probabilities for Activities (continued) 

Case Probability 

4 #inciude "../ . . /probs/prob.vec.h" 

i f  ( M A R K  { M A X )  > =  3) 
return(prob-vec[2][M ARK (vt-vector)]); 

else 
return(Z E RO)\ 

5 #include ./ . , /probs/prob-vec.h" 

i f  ( M A R K ( M A X )  >= 4) 
return(prob-vec[3][M ARK {vt-vector)])\ 

else 
return(ZERO); 

6 #include "../ . . /probs/prob.vec.h" 

i f  ( M A R K ( M A X )  > =  5) 
return(prob-vec[4\[M ARK (vt .vector)]); 

else 
return(ZERO); 

7 #include "../ . . /probs/prob.vec.h" 

i f  ( M A R K { M A X )  >= 6) 
return(prob-vec[5\[M ARK (vt-vector)]); 

else 
return(Z E RO); 

8 #include "../ . . /probs/prob-vec.h" 

i f  ( M A R K ( M A X )  >= 7) 
return(prob-vec[6][M ARK (vt-vector)])\ 

else 
return(ZERO)\ 

9 #include . / .  ,/probs/prob-vec.h " 

i f  ( M A R K ( M A X )  > =  8) 
return(prob-vec[7][M ARK (vt-vector)])] 

else 
return(Z E RO)\ 
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marking is: 

M A X - 1  

Y, Vk(N + 1)*,  
i=0 

where :Y bs itte number of processes in the model, and Vk is the number of processes with 

k processed- ramoommitted events. The GVT regulator is not included in this value. Cases 

two throTDgia mme of activity choose.reg represent the probabilities that a process with zero 

throughi savem processed, uncommitted events, respectively, will be the next regulator. 

The pmb&M&f associated with case one is one minus the sum of these probabilities, 

which eqimatuss to Pneg{same), which is the probability that this process is still the GVT 

regulator'. 

Tables A,© and A. 7 represent the case probabilities of activity howjmany. They are 

used to de&enmme how many events are rolled back and committed. They are dependent 

on the naiarkiag of place action. Table A.8 shows how place action is encoded to represent 

simulation)) ae«J GVT messages that need to be processed. 

The fiiCe ~„/,./?TObs/prob_r.h" contains values of Pww[i,j] and Pew[j] for all i and j 

in [0,MAK\. These probabilities are used to calculate how many events are rolled back 

if a sirraralattfoia message is in place action, or how many events are committed if a GVT 

message is m place action. 

A.2 Input gate definitions 

Tables; A3. A,10, and A.11 give the definitions of the input gates in the model. Input 

gate limit cwraitrols activity process. Activity process is enabled if: 
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Table A.6: Case Probabilities for Activities (continued) 

Case Probability 

how _many 

1 #include /probs/prob-r.h" 

i f  (MARK(action) / 100 == 1) /* GVT message */ 
{ 

if  (MARK(uncom) == MARK (num-done)) 
return(Z E RO)\ 

i f  (MARK(action) / 100 == 1) /* GVT message */ 
{ 

if  (MARK(uncom) == MARK (num-done)) 
return(Z E RO)\ 

else i f  (M ARK (action) == 199) / * reg advanced, still  reg */ 
return( 

(prob-er[MARK(uncom) + 1] — prob-er[MARK(num-done) + 1]) /  
(prob-er[M ARK(uncom) + 1] — prob~er[M ARK (num-done)])); 

else 
{ 

int reg.vt — M ARK (action) — 100 + 1; 

else 
{ 

int reg.vt — M ARK (action) — 100 + 1; 

return( 
(prob-rr[reg-vt][MARK(uncom) + 1] — 

prob-rr[reg.vt][MARK(numJLone) + 1]) /  
(prob-rr[regjvt][M ARK(uncom) + 1] — 

prob.rr[reg .vt][M ARK (num.done)])); 

} 

} 

else /  * simmessage * / 
{ 

int msg.vt = M ARK (action); 

return( 
(prob-rr[reg-vt][MARK(uncom) + 1] — 

prob-rr[reg.vt][MARK(numJLone) + 1]) /  
(prob-rr[regjvt][M ARK(uncom) + 1] — 

prob.rr[reg .vt][M ARK (num.done)])); 

} 

} 

else /  * simmessage * / 
{ 

int msg.vt = M ARK (action); 

return( 
(prob-rr[reg-vt][MARK(uncom) + 1] — 

prob-rr[reg.vt][MARK(numJLone) + 1]) /  
(prob-rr[regjvt][M ARK(uncom) + 1] — 

prob.rr[reg .vt][M ARK (num.done)])); 

} 

} 

else /  * simmessage * / 
{ 

int msg.vt = M ARK (action); 

i f  (MARK(uncom) == MARK(num-done) — 1) 
return(ZERO)\ 

else i f  (MARK(num-done) == 0) /* first time * / 
return(prob-rr[msg.vt][M ARK(uncom) + 1]); 

else 
return( 

prob-rr[msgjvt][MARK(uncom) — MARK(num-done) + 1] /  
prob-rr[msgjvt][MARK(uncom) — M ARK (num-done) + 2]); 

) 
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Table A.7: Case Probabilities for Activities (continued) 

Case Probability 

how_many 

#include ./ . . /probs/prob.r.h" 

if  (MARK(action) / 100 == 1) /* GVT message */ 
{ 

if  (MARK(uncom) =— M ARK (num-done)) 
return( 1.0); 

else i f  (MARK(action) 199) /* reg advanced, still  reg */ 
return( 1.0 — 

(prob-er[M ARK (uncom) + 1] — prob.er[MARK (num-done) + 1]) /  
(prob.er[M ARK (uncom) + 1] — prob-er[M ARK(num-done)]))\ 

else 
{ 

} 
} 

int regjvt = MARK(action) — 100 + 1; 

return( 1.0 — 

(prob-rr[regjvt][M ARK (uncom) + 1] — 
prob-rr[regjvt][MARK(num-done) + 1]) /  

(prob-rr[reg -vt][M ARK (uncom) + 1] — 
probjrr [regjvt] [M ARK(num-done)])); 

else /  * simmessage * / 
{ 

int msgjvt — M ARK (action); 

i f  (MARK(uncom) MARK(num-done) — 1) 
return( 1.0); 

else i f  (MARK(num-done) == 0 )  / *  first time */ 
return( 1.0 — prob-rr[msg-vt][M ARK (uncom) + 1]); 

else 
return( 1.0 — 

prob-rr[msg jvt][M ARK(uncom) — M ARK (num-done) + 1] /  
prob-rr[msg-vt][M ARK(uncom) — M ARK (num-done) + 2]); 

} 
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Table A.8: Encoding of place action 

Marking Meaning 

0 Idle 
OOx Simulation message with timestamp x 
10® GVT message, new regulator VT = x, 

regulator not available 
199 GVT message, regulator advanced, 

still regulator 

Table A.9: Input Gate Predicates and Functions 

limit 

Predicate (MARK(uncom) < MARK (MAX) -  1 | |  MARK(me.reg) == 1) && 
(MARK(rolling) —— 0 || M ARK (rolling) == 9999 || 
M ARK (rolling) == 9997) && M ARK (channel) ! = 9999 

Function identity 

cost_or_not 

Predicate M ARK (rolling) ! = 0 && M ARK (rolling) ! = 9997 && 
M ARK (rolling) ! = 9999 

Function i f  ( M  A R K  ( r o l l i n g )  == 9998) 
M ARK (rolling) = 9997; 

else 
M ARK (rolling) = 0; 

hold-reg 

Predicate M ARK(channel) == 0 
Function M ARK (my-cycle) = 1 — M ARK(myjcycle)\ 

M ARK(me-reg) = 0; 
M ARK(num-tojrecv) = M ARK(N) — 1; 
M ARK (vt.vector) + = 1; 

get Jnfo 

Predicate /  * read from the channel i f  its a simmessage, 
or GVT message while cycles match * / 

M ARK (channel) / 100 >= 3 || 
(M ARK (channel) > 0 && MARK(cycle) == M ARK (my -cycle)) 
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Table A.10: Input Gate Predicates and Functions (continued) 

get .info (continued) 

Function / * initialization condition for picking first regulator * / 
i f  {MARK(channel) == 9999) 
{ 

MARK(me-reg) — 1; 
M ARK(channel) = 0; 
M ARK (vt.vector) = M ARK(N) — 1; 

} 

else i f  (M ARK (channel) / 100 >= 3) / * simmessage */ 

{ 
/  * message from the regulator * / 
i f  ( M  A R K  ( c h a n n e l )  == 300) 
{ 

/  * ignore it  i f  you are the regulator, else roll everything back * / 
i f  (MARK(me.reg) == 0) 
{ 

if  (MARK (rolling) ! = 9999 kk MARK (MAX) ! = 1) 
{ 

if  (MARK(rolling) < 9997) 
M ARK (rolling) — MARK(uncom) + 1; 

else 
MARK (rolling) = 9998; 

} 

M ARK(tojredo) + = M ARK(uncom)-, 
M ARK (vt-vector) + = 1 — 

pow( 1.0 * (MARK(N) + 1), 1.0 * MARK(uncom)); 
M ARK(do-anti) — M ARK(uncom)\ 
MARK(uncom) = 0; 

} 

} 
M ARK (channel) = 0 ;  / *  clear the channel */ 

else /  * peel off  the first message * / 
{ 

int pos = 1; 

while ((M ARK (channel) — 300) % (int) pow( 1.0 
* MARK(N), 1.0 * pos) == 0) 

+ + pos; 
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Table A.11: Input Gate Predicates and Functions (continued) 

get Jnfo (continued) 

/  * ignore it  i f  the regulator * /  
i f  ( M  A R K  ( m e  j r e  g )  = =  0) 

MARK (action) = pos; 

M ARK (channel) — = pow( 1.0 * M ARK(N), 1.0 * (pos — 1)); 

/  * clear the channel, i f  last message * / 
i f  ( M  A R K  ( c h a n n e l )  == 300) 

M ARK (channel) — 0; 
} 

} 

else /  * GVT message * / 

/* if  regulator available, and eligible, take it  */ 
if  (MARK(channel) /  100 == 2 kk 

M ARK (channel) % 100 == M ARK(uncom)) 

{ 
MARK(me.reg) = 1; 
M ARK (channel) — = 100; 
M ARI\(vtjvector) — = 

pow(1.0 * ( M A R K ( N )  +  1), 1.0 * MARK(uncom))\ 
MARK(uncom) = 0; 

} 

else 
M ARK (action) = 100 + M ARK (channel) % 100; 

M ARK(my-cycle) — 1 — M ARK (my.cycle); 
M ARI\(numJ,ojrecv)\ 

i f  (MARK(num.to-recv) —— 0) 
{ 

M ARK (channel) = 0; 
MARK(cycle) = 1 — M ARK (cycle)-,  

} 
} 
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Table A.12: Encoding of place channel 

Marking Meaning 

0 Idle 
lOx GVT message, new regulator VT = x, 

regulator not available 
199 GVT message, regulator advanced, 

still regulator 
20x GVT message, new regulator VT = x, 

regulator available 
300 Simulation message from the regulator 

30a: Simulation message, x = YlT-o A _ 1  

where M(i) = number of messages with timestamp i 
9999 Initialization 

• MAX has not been exceeded or this process is the regulator, and 

• this process is not rolling back, and 

• 9,999 is not on the channel, which is the initialization condition. 

If these conditions are true, then this process is processing events. Input gate cost-orjnot 

enables activity rollback if a rollback is in progress, as explained by table A.2. The 

function resets the rollback condition. 

Input gate hold.reg enables activity choose-reg when the channel is free. Its function 

toggles place my.cycle and sets place num.to.recv for the broadcast of the GVT message. 

It also sets place me.reg to zero, although it might be set right back to one, if the process 

remains the regulator. Place vt.vector is incremented, since this process is no longer the 

regulator, and there is now one more process with virtual time equal to zero. 

Table A. 12 shows how place channel is encoded to represent simulation and GVT 
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messages on. the channel. As can be seen, multiple simulation messages can be on the 

channel at one time. 

Input gate get.info controls activity recv. It pulls a message off the channel if there 

is a simulation message, or if there is a GVT message, and cycle matches my-cycle. 

The function is fairly complicated. If the process received the initialization condition 

(9,999), the process makes itself the GVT regulator, clears the channel, and initializes 

vLvector. If the process received a simulation message from the regulator, all progress 

is rolled back. All other messages are put into place action, so that activity how-many 

can probabilistically determine how many events to roll back. If the message was a GVT 

message, the process first checks to see if the role of regulator is still available and if its 

value of uncom matches the value of the new regulator. If so, this process becomes the 

new regulator. If not, the message is put into place action, so that activity how-many 

can probabilistically determine how many events to commit. 

A.3 Output gate definitions 

Table A. 13 shows the functions of output gates dosend and no.send, one of which 

is executed after processing each simulation event. Output gate do.send is executed if 

the first case probability of activity process is chosen, which indicates that a simulation 

message is to be sent. Output gate no.send is executed is no simulation message is to be 

sent. 

Table A. 14 shows the function of output gates more and no.more. If output gate 

more is executed, it means that activity how.many has determined that either another 
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Table A.13: Output Gate Functions 

Gate Function 

do-send if  (MARK(to.redo) > 0) 
M ARK(to.redo)\ 

i f  ( M  A R K  ( c h a n n e l )  > 0) 
+ + M ARK(to-redo); 

else 
{ 

i f  (MARK(me-reg) == 0) /* not the regulator */ 
{ 

+ + MARK(uncom); 

M ARK (vt-vector) + = 
pow( 1.0 * (MARK(N) + 1), 1.0 * MARK(uncom)) — 
pow(1.0 * (MARK(N) + 1), 1.0 * (MARK(uncom) — 1)); 

M ARK (channel) — 
300 + pow( 1.0 * MARI\(N), 1.0 * (MARK(uncom) -  1)); 

} 

else /  * the regulator * / 
{ 

M ARK (new-r eg) = 1; 
M ARK (channel) = 300; /* message from the regulator */ 

} 
) 

nosend if  (MARK(to-redo) > 0) 
M ARK (to.redo); 

i f  (MARK(channel) > 0) 
+ + M ARK (to.redo); 

else 
{ 

i f  (MARK(me-reg) == 0) /* not the regulator */ 
{ 

+ + M ARK(uncom); 

M ARK (vt.vector) + = 
pou;(1.0 * ( M A R K ( N )  +  1), 1.0 * MARI<(uncom)) — 
pou>(1.0 * (MARK(N) + 1), 1.0 * (MARI<(uncom) - 1)); 

} 

else /  * the regulator * / 
M ARK (new-r eg) = 1; 

) 



Table A. 14: Output Gate Functions (continued) 

Gate Function 

more + + MARK (action); 
+ + M ARK(num-done); 

no-more + +M ARK (action); 

i f  (MARK(num-done) > 0) 
{ 

/  * num-moved is one less for messages, because the first one is for 
the event currently being processed * / 

int num-moved; 
i f  ( M  A R K  ( a c t i o n )  / 100 == 0) 

num-moved — M ARK (num-done) — 1; 
else 

num-moved = MARK (num-done); 

MARK(vt-vector) + = pow( 1.0 * (MARK(N) + 1), 
1.0 * (MARI\(uncom) — num.moved)) — 
pow;(1.0 * ( M A R K ( N )  + 1), 1.0 * MARK(uncom)); 

MARK(uncom) — = num.moved; 

if  (MARK(action) / 100 == 0) /* simmessage */ 
{ 

M ARK(do,anti) = num-moved; 
M ARK(tojredo) + = num-moved; 

j * only set rolling if  rollback costs are being considered, 
and was processing * /  

i f  (MARK(rolling) ! = 9999 k&t \(MARK(uncom) == 
MARK(MAX) — 1 && num-moved — 0)) 

{ 
if  (MARK(rolling) < 9997) 

M ARK (rolling) — num-moved + 1; 
else 

M ARK(rolling) = 9998; 
} 

} 

MARK (num-done) = 0; 
MARK (action) = 0; 
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Table A.15: Output Gate Functions (continued) 

Gate Function 

send-anti i f  (MARK(channel) == 0 )  / *  first message on channel */ 
M ARK (channel) = 300; 

MARK(channel) + = pou;(1.0 * MARK(N), 
1.0 * (MARK(uncom) + MARK(do-anti))); 

same-gvt M ARK(me-reg) = 1; 
M ARK (vt-vector) — = 1; 

i f  ( M A R K ( N )  >  1) 
M ARK (channel) = 199; 

else 
M ARK (my-cycle) = 1 — M ARK(my-cycle); 

giveJo-Q M ARK (channel) = 200 
give-to-1 M ARK (channel) = 201 
give-to-2 M ARK (channel) = 202 
giveJ,o-Z M ARK (channel) — 203 
give-toA M ARK (channel) = 204 
give.to-b M ARK (channel) — 205 
give.toJo M ARK (channel) — 206 
give-to-7 MARK (channel) — 207 

event must be rolled back or committed, depending on what type of message is in place 

action. Place num,-done represents the number of events to be rolled back or committed 

for this message. Place action is incremented, because it was decremented when activity 

how-many completed. If activity no.more is executed, it means that activity how-many 

is done processing this message, and no more events are to be rolled back or committed. 

Table A.15 gives the functions of the rest of the output gates. Output gate send-anti 

is executed for every anti-message that is sent. After activity choose.reg completes, either 

output gate same.gvt or one of the giveJo.i output gates is executed. Output gate 

same-gvt puts a message on the channel, indicating that the regulator has advanced, but 
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Table A. 16: Performance variables 

Speedup 

Predicate (.MARK(me.reg) == 1 | |  MARK(uncom) < MARK(MAX) -  1) k k  
(MARK (rolling) == 0 || MARK (rolling) == 9997 || 
MARK (rolling) == 9999) kk M ARK(to.redo) == 0 

Function 1.0 

Fraction of time redoing events 

Predicate (M ARK(me.reg) == 1 | |  MARI<(uncom) < MARK (MAX) -  1) k k  
(M ARK (rolling) —— 0 || M ARK (rolling) —— 9997 || 
M ARK (rolling) == 9999) kk M ARK (to-redo) > 0 

Function 1.0 / M A R K ( N )  

Fraction of time blocked 

Predicate M ARK(mejreg) —— 0 kk M ARK(uncom) == MARK (MAX) — 1 k k  
MARK(channel) ! = 9999 

Function 1.0 / M A R K ( N )  

Fraction of time rolling back 

Predicate M ARK (rolling) ! = 0 kk M ARK (rolling) ! = 9997 kk 
MARK (rolling) ! = 9999 

Function 1.0 / M A R K ( N )  

Channel utilization - sim 

Predicate MARK (channel) / 100 >= 3 
Function 1.0 / M A R K ( N )  

Channel utilization - GVT 

Predicate M ARK (channel) / 100 == 1 || M ARK (channel) / 100 == 2 
Function 1.0 / M A R K ( N )  

is still the regulator. The giveJoJ output gates put a message on the channel, indicating 

that the new regulator has i processed, uncommitted events. 

A.4 Performance variable definitions 

Table A. 16 gives the performance variable definitions for the model. The first four 

are mutually exclusive. Speedup is defined as the fraction of time that each process 

is doing useful work (i.e. work that is not being redone), multiplied by the number of 

processes. When not doing useful work, each process is redoing events, blocked, or rolling 
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back. Fraction of time redoing events, Fraction of time blocked, and Fraction of time 

rolling back are variables that show the amount of time spent in each of these states. 

Channel utilization - sim and Channel utilization - GVT show the fraction of the channel 

utilization that is due to each type of message. 
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